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08 December 2016

Dear Paul

We were in touch recently about HMP Pentonville, and the series of shocking
events there, including a murder, a suicide and two prisoners escaping, all in the
past few weeks. I thought you would be interested to see a copy of the latest
letter I have received from the Ministry of Justice about Pentonville. Whilst it is
good news that additional resources are finally being offered to the prison, I am
very concerned about the length of time it takes to make even minor changes.

As you know. we have been waiting all year for the promised replacement
windows to be installed" The latest news is that installation is due to start this
week - although the Minister has not provided any confirmation of the number of
windou,s w'hich will be replaced immediately, nor has he indicated when the full
windou, replacement programme will be completed.

My own view is that HMP Pentonville is well past the end of its useful life, and it
is a disgrace to keep so many prisoners in such overcrowded and unsuitable
conditions. The prison should close, and prisoners should be moved to other
prisons where they can be safely held in acceptable conditions.

Increasing the number of staff working at HMP Pentonville, increasing the
number of police outside the walls, repairing the netting, replacing the windows
and improving the monitoring oiCCTV shouid all lessen the impact the prison
has on sunounding residents. However, these changes - even if they do actually
take place - are not, in my view, capable of providing sufficient improvement for
inmates, staff and the local community to justifz keeping this prison open any
longer.

Where the investigation into the death of Jamal Mahmoud is concerned, it
appears that the MoJ consider that the general terms of reference are sufficiently
broad to cover the questions about the duty ofcare raised by this case, so no

additional information has been provided. [f there are additional points you wish
to raise with me at this stage, please feel free to get back in touch - I am
intending to continue to call for the prison to be closed.
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HMP PENTONVILLE

ou for your retter of 17 october on beharf of your constituent,

; ffi ;; ; :: ;'J' ;ff ?;T:' :: "::,':J J::inCidgnts and rscrrac rolalinn ra r!.^:-^:r--^incidents and rssues relating to the incidents themselves.

I should begin by saying that the staff at HMP Pentonville manage a challenging prisoner population andhelp the men in thetr care on a daily basis. whilst the building and the prisoner accommodation is fromthe Victorian era, the regime in HMP Pentonville is the same as all local prisons that serve the courts
As you say' the last couple of months have seen some serious incidents of concern, including a murderand the escape of two prisoners. This has increased the challenge for the Governor and he is berngsupported with increased staffing and investment to make furtheiimprovements. some of those areas ofsupport are as follows.

' The window replacement program will begin on the 5 December 2016. This wiil focus on the areasof greatest vulnerability to items being thrown through these windows, additionally the priorityareas of netting have been fixed in all areas around the prison. I should point out that whrle yourconstituents may see some netting with holes in it, the ce[s have been taken out of action andtherefore they are not in priority areas. "ere ves

o There is extensive ccw coverage and HMP Pentonville have recenfly improved the way thesecameras are monitored by increasing the number of staff monitoring tnem The Deputy Director ofcustody has authorised enhanced ccTV coverage and an increase of monitors.

Turntng to the matter of prisoners shouting out of the windows. r am of course very sorry that members ofthe public are subiected to this behaviour from prisoners. while the window replacement programme wilrgreatly assist with thrs issue, I can assure you that the Governor and his staff work hard to try identifywhere prisoners display this behaviour. where they are able to ldentify the prisoners who have engagedrn shouting abuse, the prisoners are subject to action via the lncentivei and Earned privileges scheme orthe formal lnternal disciplinary procedures.
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-rTr terrns of 6tner matters relating to Pentonville's place in the community, you will wish to note that there
is a greater police presence outside the prison walls and prisoners are no longer in the cells nearest to the
residents on Wheelwright Street.

I note your comments about the future of Pentonville. I can advise you that the prison service are
embarking on radical reform to create an estate that is less crowded, better organised, more effective and
comprises modern, fit for purpose accommodation.

The key aims are as follows:
. to simplify the organisation of the estate so prisoners are placed at the right level of security in

prisons with appropriately tailored regimes;
. open HMP Berwyn in February 2017 - a new rehabilitative male prison in North Wales in February

2A17; invest in a programme to build modern prisons, starting with the proposed redevelopments
of HMP & YOI Glen Parva and the former HMP Wellingborough; and

. build and open five new community prisons for women and close prisons that are in poor condition
and those that do not have a long-term future in- the estat_e.

Our vision is for prison staff and prisoners to work and live in a safe and secure, uncrowded environment
that is modern and fit for the purpose of helping prisoners to reform. We will make a significant investment
in our estate to change the function of some of our prisons to ensure that we have a balance between the
types of prison places we need and what is available. Further decisions on closures will be made in due
course.

ln your correspondence, you discuss the terms of reference of the investigation into the homicide of Jamal
Mahmoud. This is of course subject to a police investigation. Alongside this, an internal investigation has
been commissioned and is being undertaken by a senior official and in line with all deaths in custody, the
Prisons'and Probation Ombudsman will carry out an in investigation, which provides an external
examination of what happened. To clarify, the Ombudsman is able to investigate decisions and actions
(including failures or refusals to act) relating to the management, supervision, care, and treatment of
prisoners in custody.

The aims of the Ombudsman's investigations are to:

o Establish the circumstances and events surrounding the death, especially regarding the
management of the individual by the relevant authority or authorities within remit, but including
relevant outside factors

. Examine whether any change in operational methods, policy, practice or management
arrangements would help prevent a recurrence

o ln conjunction with the NHS where appropriate, examine relevant health issues and assess clinical
care

o Provide explanations and insight for the bereaved relatives
. Assist the Coroner's inquest fulfil the investigative obligation arising under Article 2 of the

European Convention on Human Rights by ensuring as far as possible that the full facts are
brought to light and any relevant failing is exposed, any commendable action or practice is
identified, and any lessons from the death are learned.

While these are general terms of reference, they do vary according to the circumstances of each case
and are broad enough to investigate the fatal incident fully.



I would just like to conclude by repeating the invitation extended to you by the Governor to visit the prison.
As the constituency MP you are entitled to visit at your convenience, and you would be very welcome to
do so. As you would expect, since taking up office I have recently been on a number of prison visits
myself and have found them to be informative experiences and would recommend it as a way of
observing at first hand some of the issues that you have raised in your correspondence.

SAM GYIMAH MP

rs sincerely
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